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Chapter 56
Application of Techniques and Systems
for Additive Manufacturing in Rapid
Tooling

Marko Popovic, Vesna Mandic, and Marko Delic

Abstract The paper presents the integrated application of additive manufacturing1

and reverse engineering technologies for the rapid tooling for two-component plastic2

casting, as a faster and cheaper approach than injection moulding, particularly for3

small-scale production of plastic parts or spare parts when CAD models and technical4

documentation are not available. An optical scanner based on white structured light5

was used for 3D digitalization of the selected plastic gas handle. Based on point6

cloud, a master CAD model was prepared for the design of casting tool cavities.7

The design of the master model was verified through its additive manufacturing8

using FDM technology. After repeated 3D digitization of the printed master model9

and comparison with the original part, the master CAD model was redesigned. The10

process of two-component casting in tools obtained by additive FDM manufacturing11

was realized successfully and verified by comparing the cast and original gas handle.12

Keywords Rapid tooling · Additive manufacturing · FDM · 3D digitalization ·13

Two-component plastic casting14

56.1 Introduction15

The integration of virtual engineering (VE) technologies is the best support for16

concurrent engineering approach because they can be of great use to engineers in17

making decisions and establishing control over the product development process18

and its production. Although they belong to relatively new technologies, they are19

characterized by a large number of advantages, but the key ones are reflected in the20

reduction of time and costs of product development [1]. One of the most significant21

VE technologies is additive manufacturing (AM) which is defined as the process22

of 3D fabrication of a part directly from a CAD model, usually layer by layer, as23
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2 M. Popovic et al.

opposed to the method of subtractive manufacturing. AM technologies have been24

developed to such an extent that, in addition to rapid prototyping (RP), they also25

enable rapid tooling (RT). Tools made in this way enable effective application for26

the small-scale production of products or spare parts, especially in situations where27

the production of tools by conventional procedures would be extremely expensive28

[2].29

Today, a lot of papers can be found in the literature, which through practical30

examples show the advantages of applying additive production technologies for31

fast tool making. 3D RP technology was applied to make a master model of the32

implant, which was later used to form a silicone rubber mold for vacuum casting33

[3]. Also, authors showed that the RT technology can be used very successfully in34

the process of precision casting of metal implants, where the tool manufacturing35

time is significantly shorter, and the production costs are twice lower than conven-36

tional methods. Len-Cabezas et al. [4] in their work used Stereolithography (SLA),37

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and PolyJet technology to prototype plastic injection38

moulding tools. The obtained tool prototypes have been successfully used for injec-39

tion moulding in the production of small series using conventional polymeric mate-40

rials such as polypropylene and ABS plastic [4]. The possibility of making tools for41

two-component plastic casting with PolyJet additive technology is presented through42

a practical example in [5], and it is noted that this method of production could become43

an optimal solution for small batches if the main limiting factors related to the curing44

process are overcome. Dongaonkar et al. [6] based on the results of 3D scanning45

developed a 3D CAD model which was used as input for rapid prototyping by Fused46

Deposition Modelling (FDM) technology, and finally concluded that the obtained47

prototype can be used as a master model for the casting process [6]. Four case studies48

of the RT concept in casting technology were presented, where it was concluded that49

Reverse Engineering (RE) supported by 3D digitization enables faster metrological50

control of shape and geometry, by calculating deviations between CAD models and51

3D scanning results, i.e. the obtained cloud points [7]. Also, the integration of RE,52

RT and CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) technology can reduce delivery time53

and associated costs in the industry which contributes to the improvement of the54

competitive position in the market. The case study presented in [8] demonstrates the55

advantages and possibilities of integration of VE technologies. It has been shown56

that the application of VE technologies can successfully realize different phases of57

the product life cycle, while achieving savings in terms of time and costs of product58

development.59

The aim of this paper is the application of additive production techniques and60

systems for rapid prototyping of master model and rapid tooling for two-component61

plastic casting. For the production of tools for two-component casting of the selected62

part (plastic gas handle), FDM technology was applied. In order to obtain tool cavities63

that correspond to the geometry of the handle, it was necessary to perform its 3D64

scanning to obtain point cloud from which a 3D master CAD model was modelled. In65

the end, the procedure of two-component casting using produced tools was realized.66
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56 Application of Techniques and Systems for Additive … 3

56.2 Design of Tools for Two-Component Plastic Casting67

For the additive manufacturing of tools for two-component casting of the selected part68

of the gas handle, shown in Fig. 56.1a, the reverse engineering procedure was applied69

to obtain a 3D CAD model of the handle. The first phase of reverse engineering is 3D70

digitization, i.e. the digital transformation of the collected data on the coordinates71

of points from the surface of the scanned object. The precision of 3D digitization is72

very important in the process of reverse engineering because it directly affects the73

quality of the resulting CAD model [9]. The accuracy of the applied David SLS-274

3D scanner is 0.1% of the scan size, or 0.06 mm. It takes a few seconds to get one75

scan, giving more than 1,200,000 points.76

Adequate object preparation is necessary for successful 3D scanning using optical77

methods. Reflection can negatively affect the quality of the obtained results, so a thin78

layer of matting spray is applied to the scanning object as in Fig. 56.1b. Before79

scanning the object, the David SLS-2 3D scanner was calibrated in order to precisely80

collect point cloud data. The scanning object, just before the start of point cloud81

data collection, is shown in Fig. 56.1c. Figure 56.2a shows one scan of the handle82

in the scanner software editor. To get the entire point cloud, it was necessary to scan83

the object in different positions and views. The position of the lever was changed by84

manual manipulation, taking into account that the obtained scans must have common85

areas due to their correct positioning and interconnection. An overview of all obtained86

scans is given in Fig. 56.2b [10].87

All noises and objects from the handle environment that were mistakenly “caught”88

during the scanning process, had to be removed so as not to impair the quality of89
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Fig. 56.1 a Gas handle, b matting gas handle and c 3D scanning of the handle
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Fig. 56.2 Software processing of the obtained 3D scan results
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4 M. Popovic et al.

the 3D CAD modelling. The Fusion option in 3D scanner software was used with90

set values for resolution and sharpness to merge all scans and form a closed CAD91

and STL model of the handle. By Checking the Close Holes option small holes on92

the resulting model was closed. The final appearance of the handle point cloud, after93

eliminating the noises and merging all the necessary scans, is shown in Fig. 56.2c94

[10].95

All noises and objects from the handle environment that were mistakenly “caught”96

during the scanning process, had to be removed so as not to impair the quality of97

the 3D CAD modelling. The Fusion option in 3D scanner software was used with98

set values for resolution and sharpness to merge all scans and form a closed CAD99

and STL model of the handle. By Checking the Close Holes option small holes on100

the resulting model was closed. The final appearance of the handle point cloud, after101

eliminating the noises and merging all the necessary scans, is shown in Fig. 56.2c102

[10].103

Due to the observed irregularities, which were caused by the inability of the optical104

scanner to “see” inaccessible areas and very small details, certain corrections of the105

3D model were made in the CATIA software, so that the digital model had precise106

dimensions and closed shape. Figure 56.3a shows the observed shortcomings on107

the STL model of the handle, and the corrections included the reconstruction of the108

cylindrical supports (1), the gap between the supports and the limiter (2) and the109

wedge (3). Prior to the model reconstruction process, the point cloud was imported110

into the CATIA software using the Digitalized Shape Editor module. After importing111

the point cloud, the surface reconstruction was performed by a combination of the112

Quick Surface Reconstruction and the Generative Shape Design modules, using a113

number of useful tools. Reconstruction of critical areas, and then chamfering of edges114

and creation of curvature radii was performed in the module Part Design. Using the115

measuring equipment, the dimensions of the critical areas of the original handle were116

checked, as well as their position. The CAD model of the handle after reconstruction117

is shown in Fig. 56.3b.118

To verify the accuracy of the geometry of the 3D CAD model of the gas handle119

to be used as a master model for the production of two-component casting tools,120

3D additive manufacturing was performed on a MarkForged Onyx Pro 3D printer121

using FDM technology. Before starting the additive manufacturing process, it was122

necessary to set up the 3D printer, i.e. to level the printing table, which is shown in123

Fig. 56.4a. The STL model of the gas handle (Fig. 56.4b) was imported into the Eiger124
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Fig. 56.3 a Observed irregularities on STL model and b CAD model after reconstruction
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56 Application of Techniques and Systems for Additive … 5
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Fig. 56.4 Stages of AM process: a 3D printer setup, b STL model, c printed master model

virtual software library. After positioning the model on the table, the parameters of125

the additive manufacturing process were set. A value of 0.1 mm was selected for the126

Layer Height, and then the Use Supports option was activated. Onyx was chosen as127

the base material, with the Solid Fill option for filling the model with plastic filament.128

The reinforcement material was Fiberglass, applied with Concentric Fiber and All129

Walls options for 2 concentric reinforcements along all model walls.130

After the completion of the additive manufacturing process of the master model,131

the table was removed from the 3D printer, and the printed handle from the table with132

increased caution in order not to damage the master model. The last step involved133

the removal of the support material, as well as the subsequent treatment of the model134

surfaces in order to remove traces of the support material and the “step effect” on135

the sloping surfaces. The final appearance of the master model of the handle after136

removal of the support material and surface treatment is shown in Fig. 56.4c.137

In order to finally check the accuracy of the master model, a 3D scanning of138

the printed master model was performed. The point cloud (STL) thus obtained was139

compared with the point cloud obtained by 3D scanning of the original handle, using140

Geomagic Studio software. In Fig. 56.5 a comparison of the printed master model141

of the handle and the reconstructed CAD model is shown. It can be noticed that the142

deviation values of the master model in relation to the CAD model mostly range143

from −0.061 until +0.061 (green fields), which is considered to be extremely good144

results. However, higher values of deviations in the range of −0.254 ÷ 0.254 can be145

also considered acceptable since they are primarily a consequence of the subsequent146

manual processing of the surfaces of the printed handle and the rest of the support147

material.148
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Fig. 56.5 Comparison of the master model obtained by additive manufacturing and CAD model
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Fig. 56.6 a Splitting plane and b 3D assembly of two-component casting tool

The two-component casting tool design process included the following steps:149

• determination of the split line,150

• determination of overall dimensions of mold plates,151

• modelling of mold cavities,152

• modelling of guides, and153

• selection of the appropriate location and shape of inflow channel and air vents,154

and their modelling.155

The two-component casting tool was modelled in CATIA software. After deter-156

mining the split line, a complex splitting plane was designed as shown in Fig. 56.6a.157

A very important step in modelling the tool was to emboss the CAD model, i.e. the158

geometry of the master model of the handle into the upper and lower mold plate,159

after which the obtained mold cavities corresponding to the geometry of the plastic160

casting of the handle.161

The choice of the position and shape of the inflow channel is important for the162

casting process. An inflow channel of elliptical cross-section measuring 6 × 4.2 mm163

was chosen. In addition, at the very top of the upper mold, the channel is conically164

widened to facilitate the casting of liquid material into the tool.165

Four guide holes, 10 mm in diameter and 10 mm deep, were modelled on the166

lower mold. The holes are conical in shape with a slope of 3° for easier separation167

of mold plates. The guides modelled on the upper mold, 10 mm in diameter and168

9.5 mm high, are conical in shape with the same slope. The distance between the169

axes of the guide elements and the contour edges of the tool is 10 mm. The design170

of the upper mold also included technological openings for air in the locations of the171

bearing roller and in the most remote zones of the casting. The 3D assembly of the172

casting tool is shown in Fig. 56.6b.173
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Fig. 56.7 a Casting molds during its additive manufacturing, b after removing and c final

56.3 Additive Manufacturing of the Tool174

for Two-Component Plastic Casting175

Additive manufacturing of molds for two-component casting of the handle was176

performed on a 3D printer MarkForged Onyx Pro. The manufacturing process177

included all phases as in the manufacturing of master model of the handle by FDM178

technology. The basic material is Onyx, but unlike the printing of the master model,179

no fiberglass reinforcement was applied, as well as the complete filling of the tool180

prototype with plastic filament. The Triangular Fill option was chosen, which enables181

the creation of a ribbed structure inside the printed molds whose volume is 37% of the182

total volume. In order to obtain the finest possible tool surfaces, a layer thickness of183

0.1 mm was chosen. According to the Eiger software estimation, it took 16 h 38 min,184

103.98 cm3 of Onyx material to make the gas handle molds, and the estimated cost185

of the material in the US is 24.57$.186

The MarkForged 3D printer has the ability to print multiple parts on a table, so187

both molds are printed at the same time, as shown in Fig. 56.7a. The appearance188

of the two-component casting tool after the completion of the AM process and the189

removal of the printing table from the printer is shown in Fig. 56.7b. After removing190

the support material, manually treating the sloping surfaces and checking the gap in191

the split plane, the tool was ready for casting (Fig. 56.7c).192

56.4 Two-Component Plastic Part Casting Process193

The tool made by additive manufacturing technology was used during the realization194

of the two-component casting process, consisting of several main steps.195

The first step was the preparation of the casting molds. It was necessary to inspect196

the molds in detail and remove all impurities that could cause various defects on197

the obtained castings. After that, a thin layer of separating material was applied on198

mould surfaces which will come into contact with the casting material, in order to199

facilitate the process of removing the casting from the tool.200

The material used in the two-component casting process was NEUKADUR AF201

Neu blue, i.e. the so-called surface resin. The main feature of this material is that it has202
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Fig. 56.8 a Injection of resin into the inflow channel, b appearance of the casting after separation
of the upper and lower molds and c appearance of the casting after removal from the tool

great hardness and abrasion resistance. It is also characterized by improved resistance203

to chemicals and heat by using BWS hardeners. The casting resin was mixed with204

10% of BWS hardener to give a total of 22 ml of a homogenized two-component205

mixture. In the next step, the mixture was injected through a inflow channel system206

made in the upper mold, as shown in Fig. 56.8a. After the completion of the hardening207

process of the mixture in the tool, which lasted about 18 h, the upper and lower molds208

were separated (Fig. 56.8b). The appearance of the casting, gas handle, after removal209

from the molds is shown in Fig. 56.8c.210

56.5 Conclusions211

Due to the significant advantages that characterize it, the AM technology is increas-212

ingly used, both for the rapid prototyping, and for the rapid tooling. Reverse engi-213

neering, which is defined as the opposite process to the classical process of designing214

and modelling of product components and tools, can be very useful in situations where215

there are no technical drawings, documentation or CAD models, because a 3D CAD216

model can be created based on 3D scanning and point cloud data.217

Two-component casting in tools made by additive manufacturing process, as an218

alternative technology to injection molding, offers high quality plastic products with219

minimal costs and minimal production time, so it is suitable for small series and220

production of spare parts. Also, this can be useful for making functional parts that221

do not have excessive operating loads and special aesthetic requirements. With the222

application of the described methodology in the work, a plastic casting was obtained223

which dimensionally and functionally corresponds to the original part of the handle,224

so it can be used for installation in a functional assembly.225

To obtain more precise parts for complex assemblies, it is necessary to apply226

the presented AM methodology by PolyJet technology of printing, which enables227

obtaining smooth surfaces of mold cavity. Optimization of the position and number228

of air vents can be achieved by subsequently making vents on existing printed molds.229

As a subject of future research, the behaviors of different casting materials in a mold230

made with FDM technology can be examined. This would help in choosing the most231

suitable mixtures of materials for performing the casting process in such molds.232
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